[Human herpesvirus 6 and multiple sclerosis].
In this work the possible etiologic relationship among the multiple sclerosis and the herpesvirus 6 (VHH-6) has been studied, subject debated in the last years. They have been carried out two studies using blood and LCR of sick of multiple sclerosis, and control in healthy fellows and with other neurological illnesses. The followed techniques are described to isolate the virus, their DNA, and the antibodies IgG and IgA in front of the VHH-6. The presente of the VHH-6 has not been demonstrated neither of its DNA in any case, but if it has been proved, with statistical significance that in the sick persons with buds of multiple sclerosis, the antibodies of the type IgG, as much in plasm as in LCR, was more present and in higher levels that in the controls.